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"Prahichan Nepal" ka nirmala párag-ítihasa tatha purántvach, litipitrán, hishtalikht grásth, súdralaksh, abhíth, sángráhiksh tatha labhityatásang samabandhit maflíc rachanakó maag garincha.

Rachana sakshti ter pramañik hrunika sahye adhápi apankáshit hrunápa. ter kuni prakáshit bhishyakó samabandhama nayá sistaánta r pramañ prastúta gariyakó baya tinhakó swágat garincha.

Rachanásaang samabandhit chikhrá pitháun sakyencha. rachana púrtho akárabagama máatr lekhiyakó hrunápa. prákáshit lekhirahama vyakh gariyakó bhavaná va mat samabandhit lekhakó hruncha.
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Contribution of original nature dealing with pre-historic and field-archaeology, epigraphy, manuscripts, numismatics, archives, art, anthropology and architecture of Nepal and museum and other techniques connected with various aspects of art work are invited to "Ancient Nepal".

The contribution should be concise and well-documented and based on hitherto unpublished data, if not new interpretation of already known evidence.

The opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Editor of The Department of Archaeology.

Photographs and illustrations (Line drawing) may be sent. The typescript should be in double space and one side of the paper only sent to:

The Director General
Department of Archaeology
Ramshahpath
Kathmandu, Nepal